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this file offers activities and topics to be explored in class, 
based on the theme of broadcasting the olympic games.

it can be adapted to fit the age of the pupils and the 
time available. Variations are proposed for some of the 
questions.

Links with the schooL curricuLum

this file is mainly of interest for teaching branches linked 
to the media and history.

other educationaL resources

For optimum preparation, we invite you to refer to the 
teaching tools on the olympic museum website:

www.olympic.org/education (“teaching resources”)

Files on the olympic games, for teachers:

www.olympic.org/assets/tom_2013/Visit/schools/
tom_teaching_list/enG_the_main_olympique_ 
topics.pdf

other teaching resources are available on the website, 
covering various topics linked to the olympic games and 
to sport in general.

A virtual visit of the media section within the permanent 
exhibition is also available here:

olympicjourney.olympic.org/?l=en#/en/media/317
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1.1 the oLympic Games’ media
 coVeraGe in antiquity

exercise 1 
contextualising: the olympic Games  
in antiquity

a

Ask the class to locate briefly the situation of greece at 
the time of the games. Ask them to indicate the occupied 
territories on a map.

depending on what they have already learnt, ask a few questions to refresh 
their knowledge and return them to the spirit of the era.

greece was not a state, but was composed of independent 
city-states.

B

people came from all over greece to watch the games, 
even from the furthest-flung colonies. What feelings could 
they have had, being together like this in the same place, 
for the same event?

Festive feelings and feelings of joy, exaltation and sharing. 
but above all: a feeling of belonging to one and the same 
culture and religion.

c

What was particular about the olympic games in Antiquity? if 
need be, make a comparison with the modern olympic games.

cessation of combat (ekecheiria), religious dimension, 
divine protection of the winner’s city, games taking place 
over five days, particularity of spaces devoted to the 
games, rewards, advantages for the winner, etc.

depending on the degree of preparation, with the help of the medium 
mentioned above, encourage the pupils to give as much information 
as possible, using suitable terms. Ask them, for example, to describe 
the holding of the games over five days and to give the name of the 
disciplines, and describe these disciplines and the buildings, as well 
as to mention some famous characters and their exploits, etc.

→ See pp.8-10 of the file “the olympic games in Antiquity”.

exercise 2 
the olympic Games and their media  
coverage – antiquity

a

Ask the class to list (Annex 2 – blank table) the means of 
media coverage or portrayal of the olympic games in 
the classical era, be it the announcement of the games, 
during the games, or after the games.

take into account everything linked to the portrayal of the games, 
broadly speaking: announcement of the games, holding of the games, 
announcement of the results, artistic portrayals, etc. the aim is to find 
out how much they know or to revive their knowledge, and to prepare 
them to make a comparison with the modern period.

For the answers, see the annex for teachers.
(Annex 1 – completed table)

the olympic games and their media coverage in history – from Antiquity to today

activity 1

objective

this activity aims to refresh the pupils’ knowledge 
about the world of ancient Greece, if this period 
has already been studied in class. secondly, it 
allows them to return to the atmosphere of the 
ancient Games, which was the model for the 
modern olympic Games.

Links to the school programme

history, Geography

to prepare / for further information on  
the olympic Games in antiquity

File on the olympic Games in antiquity  
(aimed mainly at teachers):

www.olympic.org/assets/tom_2013/Visit/schools/
tom_teaching_list/enG_antiquity.pdf

objective

this exercise prepares the pupils to make a com-
parison between the means of communication and 
dissemination in Ancient greece and the media of 
the modern period.

school programme

history, Arts
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B

once the list is drawn up, or as the means of communication 
and dissemination are mentioned, state the strong and 
weak points specific to each one.

give some ideas to the pupils to enrich their answers. For example: could 
it reach a large audience, or a more limited one? Was it expensive or 
accessible to all? did it require specific knowledge, like knowing how to 
read, for example? mention the dissemination time: live; delayed by a 
few hours, days, weeks, etc. Also mention, if appropriate, the specific 
particularities of some of them, such as: souvenir, decorative object, 
object to exchange, divine protection, etc.

For proposals for answers, see the table in annex (Annex 1 – 
completed table).

additionaL questions

if the following people have not been spontaneously mentioned previously:

besides the winners of the events, what other people acquired 
fame, unfortunately not very enviable fame?

cheats, whose names were engraved onto the foot of a 
statue, as an example not to follow.

1.2  the modern oLympic Games 
and their media coVeraGe

exercise 1 
the modern olympic Games and the media

this exercise is to be performed with the vignettes available in the 
annex, in order to increase mnemonic means. ideally: print them on 
stickers (size 38.1 x 21.2 mm).

a

Which are the main mass media that portray the holding 
of the olympic games? make a list of the media concerned 
(use the blank table – Annex 4).

emphasis will be given to the mass media which disseminate 
the olympic games as a show, as opposed to the purely 
informative media that relate the results, the announcement 
of the games, etc.

B

Ask the pupils to name, in chronological order, the different 
stages of development of several media.

e.g.: black-and-white television, colour television. For further 
details, refer to the annex (completed table - Annex 3).

distribute the corresponding vignettes as you go along (annex 5). Underline 
the fact that different means of communication exist alongside each 
other, despite technical progress, for practical, economic, political 
and other reasons. Also recall that there is a time lapse between the 
invention of a new medium and the popular use of it.

provide historical markers in parallel: date of invention and popular 
use + historical link with the olympic games.

c

As a group, list the strong and weak points of the different 
means of communication.

For example: What is the difference between radio and 
television? radio leaves room for imagination. other answers 
can be raised during the following exercises.

technical constraints / speed of transmission / number of people 
reached / economic resources and equipment needed / sound or 
image quality. For the elements missing, encourage the pupils to find 
the answer by comparison.

d

Ask the class to list and describe the important stages in 
the process of media coverage of the olympic games, 
even if differences exist depending on the medium.

preparation (logistics, scenario, placement of equipment) /  
recording (by the journalist, video and still cameras) / 
transformation or summary (selection of extracts, montage, 
editing) / transmission to the media (sent according to the 
means of the moment) / dissemination / reception (means 
of receiving; radio, television, computer, tablet, etc.).

e

objective

this exercise allows the pupils to gain an overview 
of the media in the modern period, from a historical 
point of view, and to place the olympic Games 
back into different dissemination contexts. it also 
prepares the pupils to study the influence of the 
olympic Games on the media, and vice versa.

school programme

history, media

to prepare / for further information on the 
modern olympic Games

File on the modern olympic Games
(aimed mainly at teachers):

www.olympic.org/assets/tom_2013/Visit/
schools/tom_teaching_list/Fra_the_modern_
olympic.pdf

“how well do you know the olympic Games?” 
(aimed at pupils)

www.olympic.org/assets/tom_2013/Visit/
schools/tom_teaching_list/Fra_conLesJo.pdf
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generally speaking, what improvements has the technical 
progress of the different media brought about, with 
respect to the dissemination of the games?

Speed of transmission, right up to simultaneous broadcast. 
improvement in quality. multiplication of viewpoints of 
the stadium. multiplication of the media available. Wider 
audience: from the regional level to the whole world.

concLudinG question

F

What is the advantage, today, for all those who cannot 
attend the games live, of the dissemination of the games 
through mass media broadcasting (be it in a private or 
a public place, for example on big screens)?

Ask the pupils to develop, from practical and emotional points of view, 
and to defend their answer. they may also express their personal 
experiences.

Stronger emotion. everyone is watching = a group experi-
ence. possibility of sharing this moment with other people 
and to communicate about it with a wider community.

G

in order to make a link with the following exercise (the olympic games 
and their portrayal).

Ask the pupils who have a strong memory linked to a 
games broadcast, to talk about their experience with the 
class, in an informal and spontaneous manner.

this can also be a direct impression, for those who have been lucky 
enough to see the games live; or through reading a book, an article 
or a comic strip; or watching a film, video clip, etc.
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the olympic games and how they are portrayed, practical exercises and role play

activity 2

exercise 1 
practical exercises (20 – 30 min)

preparation

choose a short sports action clip involving three people 
from youtube or the ioc website, where all the disciplines 
can be found:

www.olympic.org/fr/sports

For example:  
www.olympic.org/boxing-more-than-91kg- 
super-heavyweight-men

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xcf89zXwljc

a

divide the class into two groups.

one of the two groups will be composed of pupils giving 
a performance, while those in the other group will play 
the role of spectators and critics.

B

Show the clip to a small group of pupils (5-7) and ask them:

•	group A – 1 person: describe what is happening to the 
class orally, by getting personally involved.

•	group b – 3 / 5 pupils: Act out the scene. (referee and 
two boxers / coaches, etc.)

•	group c – 1 person: commentate on the scene, like a 
radio commentator actually watching the clip.

•	group d: groups b and c combined.

Allow them a few minutes to assign the roles and let them present the 
sketches to the rest of the class.

c

the class has to write down their comments and impressions 
regarding their classmates’ performance, answering the 
following questions:

•	What are the main differences between each  
portrayal?

•	Which did you prefer? give reasons for your answer.

•	Which most accurately portrayed the event?

d

collate the different comments. let them comment 
on the performances, saying which they found most 
moving, which was the most informative with regard to 
the event, etc.

the exercise can be repeated with another clip and other 
performers in order to swap roles.

objective

this exercise allows the pupils to address the 
question of portrayal in a fun way. it introduces 
them to various forms of pictorial or theatrical 
production and makes them aware of the effects 
created by different forms of portrayal.

school programme

media, Visual arts, transversal skills, Languages 
(creative thinking).

note

this exercise should ideally be done in two 
sections, to allow time for preparation. an 
application with shorter preparation time is 
described in “variation 1”.

accessories

depending on the chosen theme, find the right 
accessories to increase the realism but also to 
prevent accidents. For example: boxing gloves, 
pads, mats, etc.
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exercise 2 
role play (preparation 10 minutes + 45 minutes 
the following week)

this variation allows for broader participation by the 
whole class. if the group is big, consider doubling the 
numbers for some exercises to allow everyone to take part.

e.g.: cartoon: one person draws and the other colours. 
role play: two versions of the same theme, one dramatic, 
the other more comic or with more suspense, two different 
moments, etc.:

a

do not show any clips but choose an olympic sport or 
discipline involving between three and five people (for 
example boxing). Allocate the tasks described below, to 
be performed on the same theme.

•	 1 pupil: Write a script for a scene lasting between  
3 and 5 minutes, and then stage it.

•	3 – 5 pupils: play the scene.
•	 1 pupil: make sound effects or commentate.  

A musical instrument may be used.
•	 1 pupil: create a drawing or cartoon depicting  

an imaginary scene or one based on real life.
•	 1 pupil: look on the internet (youtube or the ioc  

website) for a performance lasting a few minutes,  
if possible in black and white, but with a commentary /
sound. Show the clip with and without the sound.

•	 1 pupil: look on the internet (youtube or the ioc  
website) for a performance lasting a few minutes,  
in colour. Show the clip with and without the sound.

•	 1 pupil: look for a portrayal from Ancient greece:  
vases, frescoes, bas-relief, etc., if there is an equivalent 
discipline (e.g. boxing).

•	 1 pupil: choose one or two photos from the internet 
and give them captions.

•	 1 pupil: Write a brief account based on a real-life event, 
or an imaginary but plausible one.

•	 1 pupil: briefly recount an event linked to the chosen 
sport, or a whole competition, he or she has seen live 
or watched and found memorable.

Following session / week

B

All the productions are presented or distributed in class 
and commented on individually, in the form of personal 
notes.

Ask each pupil to explain and expand on their comments but answering 
questions such as: Which examples do you prefer and why? Which 
means of portrayal best convey the most emotion, and why? Which 
convey the most information?

c

take a collective vote by show of hands for each portrayal.

choose the one which conveys the most information / is the most 
entertaining / is the most spectacular / instructive / moving / captivating /  
realistic.

each pupil can also talk about their experience as a 
creator, the difficulties they encountered, and the positive 
and negative aspects of the exercise.
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exercise 1 
introduction

a

make a list of all the technical notions linked to cinema 
and photography that the pupils know.

Systematically ask each pupil who speaks for a brief description of the 
notion they cite, to ensure that they are understood by the whole class.

Zoom, close-up, slow motion, tracking shot, etc.

B

if the concept of field sizes has been studied, revise the 
terms in class. Ask the pupils to comment on the different 
field sizes. What do you notice?

the field sizes are based on the human body.

exercise 2 
high / Low-angle shot

all the large images can be found in annex 6.

a

Show the class one of the two photos below. Ask them to 
describe the photo using specific vocabulary.

the term that must emerge is hiGh-anGLe shot.

1 Wide-angle or medium shot. diagonal lines, careful 
framing, the two fencers are perfectly placed in the 
image. high contrast. interplay of shadows on the 
ground. inverse symmetry.

2 Shades of grey. inverse symmetry. you could almost 
describe this as an aerial shot.

image analysis: technical vocabulary and argumentation

activity 3

objective

this activity allows pupils to become familiar 
with various image analysis topics.

school programme

media

examples can be found on the following 
websites:

www.learnaboutfilm.com/film-language/
picture/shotsize/

www.cinemetrics.lv/salt.php

1 2 
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B

do the same exercise

the term that must emerge is Low-anGLe shot.

1 diagonals. the diver seems suspended in mid-air. the 
subjects / objects are grouped in the upper part of the 
image, while the lower part contains just a few clouds in 
the background.

additionaL question

What kind of shot is the person on the ladder taking?

high-angle.

Show image 2 and 3 together, and ask the pupils to comment 
on the different effects that each produces.

if there are no immediate answers, ask which image gives an impression 
of flying, strength, grandeur, vertigo, danger, etc.

3
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exercise 1 
create the perfect and original image

refer to the images in annex 6.
→ All the images are taken from the film “olympia” by leni riefenstahl 

on the 1936 olympic games in berlin.

a

1 pole vaulter and camera attached to the end of the pole 
in a very amateur set-up.

2 to produce a very low-angle shot of the pole vault. to 
create images taken from an unexpected angle. to 
produce a highly artistic / expressive effect.

3 Very cumbersome for the athlete, as it makes the pole 
much heavier and the vault therefore much harder.

1 camera strapped to a rider’s chest.

2 Unexpected first-person point of view. places the viewer 
at the heart of the action.

3 cumbersome for the rider, who has to remain upright 
on his horse. Unstable. Vey amateur fixing system, so 
the camera could fall off or get damaged. the images 
produced could have too much movement, and so be 
blurred and out of focus.

the equipment used for filming, between technology and inventiveness

activity 4

objective

this exercise focuses on the visual means used, 
to allow the pupils to appreciate the richness 
of the imaginations of certain film-makers 
and technicians in creating new images, and 
the resources used to overcome the technical 
difficulties linked to putting these ideas into 
practice. it also makes the pupils aware of the 
central position of the viewer, for whom these 
images are created.

school programme

media

4

objective

this exercise is designed to get pupils to describe 
the different devices, guess what they were used for, 
and appreciate the inventiveness of the technicians 
at the 1936 olympics.

Students will develop the following three points:

1 describe the image as in the previous exercise, 
using the specific terms. describe the represent-
ed set-up.

2 imagine what this was used for, and what the 
desired effects were.

3 What can we say about this kind of set-up?

5 
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1 camera on rails propelled by a kind of catapult. to allow 
tracking shots at the same height as the runners. Allowed 
viewers to follow the race from the same height as the 
runners.

2 ingenious technical set-up. but the technicians had to set 
the speed of the catapult and determine the moment of 
release. difficult and unpredictable to operate, so difficult 
to control the results. images were produced using this 
set-up, however.

1 trench dug for a cameraman.

2 Shots taken at ground level, low-angle.

3 practical device which allows the cameraman to stay 
upright, not lying flat. the danger would be possibly an 
inconspicuous hole in which people or athletes could fall.

1 camera with a waterproof cover, to take underwater 
shots.

2 possibly low-angle shots of swimmers.

3 the cameraman himself created this waterproof cover. 
required imagination and diy skills. ingenious arrangement.

1 cameraman attached to the running board of a car.

2 tracking shots.

3 Very uncomfortable and unsafe position. the cameraman 
was certainly shaken by the bumps on a hard surface. 
his body was hampered by the straps.

1 platform for wide / high-angle shots.

6

10 

8

7

9
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(if not studied earlier)

1 cameraman on a ladder on the edge of the diving 
platform.

2 For unusual and spectacular high-angle shots.

3 the cameraman must have suffered somewhat from 
vertigo. dangerous in case of fall.

1 cameraman on an inflatable boat, pulled by two people 
on the edge of the pool.

2 tracking shots. Followed the swimmers very closely. 
Similar set-up to a camera on rails.

3 ingenious and not dangerous.

1 camera suspended from a hot-air balloon.

2 For aerial and wide shots.

3 this was an ingenious arrangement. remember that the 
film length was limited at the time. even if the balloon 
was tethered, in strong winds it was difficult to control 
the results. dangerous for the equipment.

B

What can we say about these different images and the 
arrangements used?

great creativity on the part of the technicians seeking 
the best possible and unusual images.

multiplication of points and angles of view.

they had no hesitation about getting “stuck in” and taking 
physical risks. especially for dangerous positions, like the 
camera operator attached to a car’s running board, or 
the one on the top of a ladder on the diving platform.

their equipment was also at risk, like the cameras attached 
to the balloon, strapped to the rider, taken under water, 
attached to a pole, etc.

if the answer is not immediately forthcoming, show the following images:

here we see the various techniques used in 1936 are still 
used today, such as cameras on rails, suspended cameras, 
multiple points of view, aerial shots and underwater images.

12

11

13 14 

3
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c

With the class, compare the set-ups below with those 
pictured above. What can we say? Are they somewhat 
similar to any techniques used in 1936? Which ones?

the first image shows that the element of risk still exists, 
and camera operators still need to be adventurous.

in the second picture, the camera is automatic, so the 
operator no longer has to be suspended in the air. technical 
solutions are now widespread.

Small camera fixed to a helmet. Allows first-person point 
of view shots. technical advances have created equipment 
which is far less bulky than cameras using rolls of film. 
to show this, compare this image with the photos of the 
rider and the pole vaulter above.

d

generally speaking, what improvements has technical 
progress in the different media brought with it in terms 
of games broadcasting?

Speed of transmission to achieve simultaneous broadcasts. 
better image and sound quality. multiplication of camera 
positions in the venue. multiplication of the formats 
available. bigger audience, both regionally and globally.

17

15

16
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exercise 1 
creation Formats and stages

a

Using keywords, list, in three columns, the differences 
between a fiction film, a live broadcast (for example the 
og) and an event filmed live, in everyday life, by a journalist 
or anyone who happens to be on the scene and can record 
what happens (e.g.: accident, fire, unexpected weather 
phenomenon, etc.).

Fiction Film: A great deal of work beforehand, meticulous 
preparation of the story: scenario and storyboard, and of 
the logistics: casting, budget, organisation of the shooting, 
preparation of the right equipment, etc. possibility of 
reshooting a scene until you get the desired result, etc.

eVent Filmed liVe: requires quick action, no means of 
preparing beforehand, speed of reactions to capture the 
unexpected, possibly not the right equipment, perhaps 
produced by an amateur, poor quality, impossible to 
reshoot, etc.

liVe broAdcASt: many of the same requirements as 
for a fiction film, such as meticulous preparation of the 
scenario and logistics beforehand. Speed of reaction 
and flexibility and ability to adapt to unfolding events, 
in order to capture anything unexpected.

B

Whether you are producing a documentary or a fiction film, or shooting 
a scene, you get a “rush”.

Ask the class to name a key element for all films, be they 
documentaries, live broadcasts or fiction.

editing.

the storyboard or scenario helps to prepare this.

c

the og are composed of 35 sports (28 at the Summer games, 7 at the 
Winter games), 53 disciplines and almost 400 events.

What does having such a variety of sports in different 
places mean with regard to media coverage?

A great deal of organisation; meticulous preparation 
beforehand; a large quantity and variety of sophisticated 
equipment; considerable installation; and many qualified 
staff.

theoretical notions: reporting, live broadcasting and fiction films

activity 5

objective

this exercise makes pupils aware of the different 
degrees of functionality of a film or tV broadcast 
and the physical and organisational resources 
needed to produce them.

school programme

media
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portrayaL oF the oLympic Games 
By the media: personaL choices

exercise 1

a

Ask the class to find something striking linked to the games 
and the media. Ask them to give reasons for their choice.

photo: describe the photo in terms of framing, colour, 
etc. give reasons for this choice.

Article: make a brief summary and analysis. give reasons 
for this choice.

eye-WitneSS AccoUnt: make a brief summary, contex-
tualisation, etc. give reasons for this choice.

book: make a brief summary and analysis. give reasons 
for this choice.

Film: make a brief summary and analysis. Select an 
extract of no more than five minutes. possibly give the 
historical context. give reasons for this choice.

brieF extrAct / clip: make a brief summary and analysis 
covering aesthetic aspects, framing, techniques used, 
etc., using the appropriate vocabulary. give reasons for 
this choice.

the descriptive part must be as technical as possible, 
using specific vocabulary. the part stating the reasons 
can be brief and personalised.

B

collate the documents and make a common file.

press kit (when usinG the 
actiVities FiLe around the time  
oF the oLympic Games)

exercise 1 
critical discourse

a

Ask the pupils to work on their own and find two or three 
press articles (or more) linked to the games. create a file, 
avoiding repeat material. Ask the pupils, individually, to 
make a brief and critical summary of one of the articles.

if there is some controversy linked to the games, ask them to focus on 
articles related to this. list the arguments for and against, and comment 
on them. Work as a group for the first phase, then individually or as the 
whole group when giving the arguments.

concLudinG question

do you intend to follow the next olympic games?

if so, what media will you choose to do so? give reasons 
for your choice.

additional activities

objectives

this exercise allows the pupils to make the link 
between the Games and their own experience.  
it is also an opportunity to look at the various 
media and describe them using specific terms.

school programme

media

objectives

this exercise introduces the pupils to creating 
a press kit. it unites the class in a shared effort, 
and allows each pupil to take a critical look at 
various material produced, comparing different 
approaches to the same topic.

school programme

Languages, media
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annexes 1 and 2

means of 
communication

particularity / 
description advantage disadvantage / 

limitation

direct public in the stadium.  
Around 40,000 people.

Atmosphere, exchanges, 
collective experience, direct 
emotion, suspense, etc.

Varying visibility depending 
on seat location. cost of 
travel to and stay during 
the games. not everyone 
allowed: to compete in the 
games, you had to be a free, 
greek man. Women and 
slaves were excluded.

oral / from person  
to person

Spectators tell other people. lively account, social 
exchange, real form  
of networking.

no visual element.  
the speaker’s interpretation. 
delayed reporting. Audience 
restricted to friends and 
acquaintances.

oral / messengers Announcement  
of the competitions.

informative. they also 
established the peace 
required for the games. 
public announcement.

Just an announcement. no 
description of the games.  
the speed at which the 
information was spread 
depended on the messenger 
and the distance to be 
covered.

trumpeters  
and heralds

Announcements during  
the games.

informative.  
everyone could hear.

limited to within the stadium.

pictorial 
representation

pottery, paintings, frescoes, 
mosaics, etc.

Work of art.  
decorative. market value.

representation celebrating 
a discipline, person or 
achievement. Anecdotal. 
did not describe the games 
themselves. limited visibility.

Statues Statue erected in honour  
of the winner.

to honour a victorious athlete 
and his family. Feeling of 
glory which covered the 
whole city. divine protection 
of the city. 

did not describe the games 
themselves. Fixed. intended 
for the inhabitants or visitors 
to the city.

coin coin with the winner’s effigy, 
struck by his city.

Form of currency. Spread 
news of the victory and 
the athlete, as well as the 
city’s protection. circulated 
outside the city.

did not describe the games 
themselves. Slow circulation.

Account pindar’s odes. lyric poem written in honour 
of the winners

14 odes celebrating athletes 
at the games.

Activity 1.1 — completed table (sheet for the teacher) and empty table (for the pupil)
 (the empty sheet designed for students is to be printed and distributed before doing the exercise.)
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means of 
communication

particularity / 
description advantage disadvantage / 

limitation

Ancient greece and the olympic games

annexes 1 and 2
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annexes 3 – 4 and 5

Vignette chronology,  
comments, details advantages / disadvantages

written 
press 

despite existing since the 17th century,  
its expansion coincided with the industrial 
revolution and the spread of education  
in the mid-19th century, and particularly  
the early 20th century.

AdVAntAgeS: monopoly on mass information  
before the advent of cinema, radio and television. 
low price.

diSAdVAntAgeS: no moving images.  
only for people who can read.

to promote his convictions, in 1890 coubertin created the 
“revue Athlétique”, then “les sports athlétiques”, before 
combining the two publications.

At the first olympic congress in paris, the founder of the 
modern games, pierre de coubertin, addressed the press: 
“We are rebels, and that is why the press, which has always 
supported beneficent revolutions, has understood and helped 
us - for which, by the way, i thank it with all my heart.”

it is the press, and other media, like television and radio, which 
relay the critical views about the choice of host cities for the 
olympic games because of various issues, such as human 
rights, in connection with beijing in 2008, and Sochi in 2014.

Activity 1.2 — completed table (sheet for the teacher) and empty table (for the pupil)
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Vignette chronology,  
comments, details advantages / disadvantages

cinema

chronoLoGy: 
Silent cinemA / introdUction oF SoUnd: 
Films initially accompanied by an orchestra or 
raconteur. Soundtracks did not appear until the 
1930s.

blAck And White / coloUr cinemA: Films 
were colourised right from the earliest days of 
cinema, first by hand, then directly on the film 
stock after 1910. colour films became the norm 
in the 1940s.

cateGories 
cinemA neWSreelS: Filmed news or newsreels 
were in fashion from the start of cinema until the 
1970s.

oFFiciAl FilmS oF the olympic gAmeS: First 
in black and white, then colour, with sound and 
finally in 3d.

Fiction FilmS: recount one aspect of the 
games, a particular competition, or have the 
games as their background.

news:  
diSAdVAntAgeS: initially, short sequences, projec-
tion delayed by days or weeks in remote locations. 
no sound or colour to begin with.

AdVAntAgeS: moving images. reached a large 
audience, depending on publicity, length of time 
shown, success, etc. in some places, quite fast 
distribution.

n.b.: the og in 1908 and 1912 enjoyed excellent, innovative 
and fast coverage for the time. the films produced were 
sometimes shown the same day in the host city.

official film:  
AdVAntAgeS: reached a large audience, 
depending on publicity, length of time shown, 
success, etc. A lasting artistic project. Quality of the 
object. no funding problems.

diSAdVAntAgeS: delay in distribution depending 
on length of time needed to produce the film. cost 
of a cinema ticket.

Several films have been made, including “olympia” by leni 
riefenstahl in 1936.

Fiction film: cover the political, social, economic, 
historical or other aspects of the games. the og 
sometimes merely serve as the background. Attract 
an audience interested in an aspect of the film 
which is sometimes different from an audience 
solely interested in sport.

“asterix at the olympic Games”, F. Forestier, (2008), “munich”, 
S. Spielberg (2005).

General aspects: initially, heavy, cumbersome 
and difficult-to-operate equipment. gradually 
improved.

initially short, and got longer as the technology 
improved.

Fragile film which had to be physically transported 
to be shown, which meant delays before the films 
could be shown in remote areas.

Activity 1.2 — completed table (sheet for the teacher) and empty table (for the pupil)

annexes 3 – 4 and 5
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Activity 1.2 — completed table (sheet for the teacher) and empty table (for the pupil)

Vignette chronology,  
comments, details advantages / disadvantages

radio

Already existed by 1914, but not widespread  
until the 1930s.

to start with: marginal, reaching only a small 
audience, broadcasts covered only a small area.

After 1930, reached a national and even interna-
tional audience.

costly equipment initially, more generally afford-
able in the 1930s.

AdVAntAgeS: increasingly easy access, wide 
audience, lets the imagination play a part.

diSAdVAntAgeS: no images.

n.b.: live radio coverage of the games in 1924.

teLeVision

invented at the end of the 19th century.

1928, first colour television.

1950s: First public broadcasts in colour

initially: limited audience and range.

AdVAntAgeS: reached a much bigger audience 
than cinema.

in 1936: berlin enjoyed the first television coverage of the 
games.

1948: london, first live television broadcast, covering a radius 
of 80 km.

1956: First television coverage of the Winter games.

1960: rome, first international live broadcast.

1964: tokyo, first broadcast by satellite

1968: grenoble, first (partial) coverage of the games in colour.

1992: barcelona, digital video and hd.

2012: london, first broadcast in 3d.

annexes 3 – 4 and 5
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Activity 1.2 — completed table (sheet for the teacher) and empty table (for the pupil)

Vignette chronology,  
comments, details advantages / disadvantages

weB

1970s: origin of the internet.

late 80s: creation of a network to share 
information.

early 90s: the World Wide Web goes public. 
1,000 computers connected.

1996: 36,000 computers connected.

2000: 368,540,000 computers connected.

rapid expansion. instant transmission of informa-
tion all over the world. interactivity.

1995: First international olympic committee web page.

1996: Atlanta, first games organising committee web page. 
185 million views during the 16 days of the games.

2010: Vancouver, first use of social media. more than 
2.5 million fans and subscribers.

•	poster
•	cartoon
•	Book
•	 immediate vicinity: bags, objects, gadgets.

Additional answers accepted, as these are considered as types of media. 
Are not used to talk about the actual holding of the games as a show.

in bold:  
expected answer from the pupils

underlined:  
additional answer, media stages

additional information

in grey:  
olympic Games milestone.

source:  
www.olympicjourney.olympic.org/?l=en#/en/
media/317

annexes 3 – 4 and 5
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table of media portraying the og in the modern age

media Vignette chronology /   
commentary

advantages / disadvantages 
+ Link with the oG

annexes 3 – 4 and 5
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table of media portraying the og in the modern age

media Vignette chronology /   
commentary

advantages / disadvantages 
+ Link with the oG

annexes 3 – 4 and 5
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image analysis
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